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Chapter 2 - What lies underneath  

T his exercise taps the power of the mighty right brain. We all have different parts of our 
brain which relate to different functions. The left has dominion over logical thinking, 

measuring, fact recall etc, most of what gets approved of (or not!) in school. The right brain 
however rules over dreams, intuition, patterns and connections, most of what is important in 
interesting art . We woefully neglect and denigrate the functions and power of the right brain, 
it’s part of all of us, and in my opinion the part that brings joy and colour to life. 

Encouraging the wisdom of the right brain does require a suspension of the need to know. The 
need for a clear and direct map that leads straight from A to B.  What is needed is an ability to 
get lost, get diverted, and yes, sometimes stumble but often discover treasure. It takes courage 
not to know where you’re going but I hope this exercise will lead you gently by the hand into 
this gloriously creative territory, though possibly a challenge for recovering perfectionists! 

So… gather your materials, you’ll just need pens and paper for the first bit. Take a deep breath 
and dive in. 

Prompt  

You are going to either close your eyes 
or use your non dominant hand and 
write, that’s right, you can’t really control 
it even if you want to! 

Write anything; what do you hope for, 
what’s on your mind? Write big, write 
small, change directions, change colour, 
scribble, go off the page, it really 
doesn’t matter.  We are not interested in 
prettiness, it  doesn’t matter if it’s not 
legible, it’s an exercise in freeing 
yourself. 
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Now for part 2 

You might want to take a break, assemble yourself art toys. You can use whatever you’ve got, 
paints, pens, collage materials, thread, found objects... 

Look at your page, rotate it and see which way up you want it. Now begin to make art over your 
scribbles. 

You may want to obliterate some areas by painting or collaging over them. 
You may want to accentuate and highlight certain words. 
You may want to add words or images, doodles and ideas. 
You may make abstract shapes out of the overlapping text. 

Be aware of how you are 
thinking and feeling. See if 
connections and ideas emerge 
out of the chaotic soup of words. 
Follow the thread of your 
intuition and let it lead you. 

Be alert for ‘ear worms’, songs or 
phrases that come to mind, they 
are probably significant, find a 
way of weaving them in. 

You may want to keep a 
companion piece of writing 
alongside as you work. Record 
your feelings and inspirations, 
they could lead on to further 
explorations and creations. 
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Here are three stages of my art work
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My Process 

I got a bunch of pens of various colours and thickness together. I had a sense of trepidation 
about approaching this because I was feeling a bit blank and numb with not much to say.  
However, I took my own advice and just turned up and dived in, rather than waiting for the 
‘right’ moment. 

I found it really very liberating 
scrawling with my non-
dominant hand, sometimes 
with my eyes shut, sometimes 
open, without caring what it 
looked like, or what I said. 

I felt really curious about the 
result, some of it was 
illegible, some words 
seemed to stand out. Given 
the space to explore it 
seemed I wasn’t feeling 
‘nothing’ at all!  
What emerged was a kind of 
double perspective of 
looking back to when I felt like a silenced child, and looking forward to the powerful woman I 
want to be (or am already!) 

I kept having a song in my head as I worked; Joni Mitchell’s ‘Both Sides Now’, it made me smile 
when I acknowledged it as the song is particularly pertinent to me at the moment. I really didn’t 
like her original version of it, too wispy and cute, but when I heard her more recent recording 
where her voice is lower with more power and story behind it, this appealed to me much more. 
Coincidental ear worm? I don’t think so! 

I looked through my collage bits to find an image to represent it. I also found an image of 
young me I wanted to include somewhere. 
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I continued working on it, reclaiming some 
of the words I wanted in my life, ‘exciting 
space’, ‘power’ and ‘kindness’. I added 
words and images that weren’t on the 
original scribble, just staying in the free 
flow and permission giving space.  

I continued to doodle, splodge, collage 
and play. What emerged was an image of I 
what I would have liked to have had 
around me when I was young and what I 
want to surround myself with now when I 
feel vulnerable.   

This wasn’t my conscious intention but it 
felt  empowering to identify what I need, 
and now as an adult I can be mobilised to 
do something about it. 

This also led into the inspiration for the follow up project for this subject 💜
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The Inner critic 

I’m sure we are all aware of that unwelcome voice that chirps up when we begin creating. It 
really doesn’t matter whether you are a creative newbie or have been making art for years and 
have successful exhibitions to your name. That insidious character worms its way in and 
undermines your creative flow. 

It helps to understand the nature of it in order to tame it somewhat. I don’t think attempting to 
banish it altogether is a realistic or even desirable goal, it has its uses in a milder form. But 
when it looms large and cripples your shy approaches to the creative river, then it must be 
tuned down. 

This weeks’ exercise is all about inviting the right side; artistic, spontaneous, dreaming side of 
the brain where associations, poetic leaps, messy unknown and meaningful coincidences 
happen. 

This is in direct contrast to the left side of the brain, the side that needs to know, wants to be in 
control and fears uncertainty. It tries to protect us, keeping us safe from what is outside our 
safety zone. Unfortunately, like an over anxious parent it can rule out having fun and 
adventures, just in case of scraped knees and getting lost. 
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I hope you can see how this relates to creativity. The Inner Critic voice saying things like; “well 
that’s not as good as everybody else’s” or “what’s the point of this, you’ll never be an artist” or 
“you’ll make a fool of yourself if you show anyone that” etc, etc. Pretty nasty really, I’m sure you 
wouldn’t speak to other people like that! 

So rather than get into a big battle with the beast, or be silenced by it, tip your creative hat 
politely and thank it for its outdated ways of trying to protect you, and crack on with your 
creative work, make some glorious mistakes!  

Julia Cameron, author of The Artists Way, (recommended!) writes: 

“Logic brain is our 
censor, our second 
(and third and fourth) 
thoughts. Faced with an 
original sentence, 
phrase, paint squiggle, 
it says ‘What the hell is 
that? That’s not right!’… 

“Artist brain is our 
inventor, our child, our 
very own personal 
absent-minded 
professor… it puts 
things together…” 

“Artist brain is our 
creative holistic brain. It thinks in patterns and shadings… it’s associative and free wheeling. 
It makes new connections yoking together images to invoke meanings… 

“The censor (left) is part of our leftover survival brain. It was the part in charge of deciding 
whether it was safe for us to leave the forest and go into the meadow. Our censor scans the 
creative meadow for dangerous beasties. Any original thought can look pretty dangerous to 
our censor. 

“The only sentences/paintings/sculptures/photographs it likes are ones it has seen many 
times before. Safe sentences. Safe paintings. Not exploratory blurts, squiggles or jottings. 
Listen to your censor and it will tell you everything original is wrong/dangerous/rotten.” 

Not surprising really is it? Creativity invites a wrestling match with the Inner Critic. 
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You may want to explore this further by drawing a picture of your Inner Critic, it could be an 
overbearing ogre, a shark or a real person. Or write it a letter, ask questions. You could counter 
the negative statements with positive affirmations, like: 

•  I give myself permission to play and have fun 
•  It’s ok for me to get lost and not know 
•  I will just pay attention to this journey and not worry about the destination 
•  I choose to be inspired by others work and not compare and compete 

The more you are aware of it the easier it is to deal with. Most of us wrestle with this limiting 
inner voice when shyly approaching our creativity. I hope that understanding it to some degree 
will help you free up that playful artist in you and make space for creative playtime.  

It’s really worth it! Fly on you unique beautiful butterfly creators 💜
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Self Portrait Prompt 

This idea was born out of doing the first prompt. I often find ideas being born out of other 
projects. Do feel free to follow your own creative breadcrumbs and see where they lead. 
Deepen your creative process by writing about your art, making a large picture of a detail of 
your picture, follow the inspiration fairy wherever she leads you. 
        

🧚  
Dig out a picture of young you and put it together with a picture of you as an adult.  

You may want to do this in collage form or digitally, if that’s your thing. You can consider what 
advice your older wiser self might have given this lovely child. 

What do you wish for her? 

You may want to write her a letter, or include it in your image. Trust yourself and see what wants 
to happen. Do it with the kindness you deserve. 
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You can place them side by side, or get creative with collage and play with format and sizes. 
Feel free to add paint, words, collage, threads… y’know… anything!! 
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I discovered a wonderful photographer Ard Gelinck who takes photos of celebrities and 
photoshops them with their younger selves. 
I find them really touching.
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